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Words and Images

A picture is worth a thousand words (vs. a picture is worth 1000 words).

Words bring an unparalleled level of specificity. There is no image so vague
that words cannot lock it into a desired meaning.

Some concepts and names can only be clearly expressed through words.
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[S. McCloud, Making Comics]

“Look, it’s Kelly Donovan, twin brother of the Xander actor on Buffy the Vampire Slayer,
plus Humphrey Bogart wearing a Freddy Mercury mask, and a robot duplicate of former
U.N. Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali!”
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Visual Storytelling Choices
Communicating with clarity means that audience comprehension remains the
ultimate goal:
§ choice of moment is ‘connecting the dots’, showing only what matters to the story;

§ choice of frame is creating and directing the audience’s focus;

§ choice of image is selecting the right charts for the story, with emphasis on simplicity and
ability to convey the message;

§ choice of word is clearly and persuasively communicating ideas in seamless combination
with the charts;

§ choice of flow is guiding the audience from one chart to the next, from one page to the
next, and creating a transparent and intuitive ‘reading’ experience, by arranging pages in a
dashboard, charts on a page, and elements within charts intelligently.
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Choice of Moment

[Gapminder Tools]
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Choice of Frame

[C. Nussbaumer Knaflic, Storytelling With Data]
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Choice of Image

[Author unknown]
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Choice of Word

[C. Nussbaumer Knaflic, Storytelling With Data]
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Visual Storytelling Combinations 

§ text-specific, where text provides all that is needed to know and the charts illustrate some
aspects of the story that is described

§ chart-specific, where the charts provide all that is needed to know and the text
accentuates some aspects of the story that is shown

§ duo-specific, where text and charts are both telling roughly the same story

§ intersecting, where text and charts work together in some respects but also contribute to
the story independently

§ interdependent, where text and charts combine to convey an aspect of the story that
neither could convey alone

§ parallel, where words and charts follow seemingly different storylines, without intersecting

[based on an idea from S. McCloud, Making Comics]
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[https://flourish.studio/blog/accessible-chart-design] [P. Tickell, The Story of the Impossible Train]
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A Word About Accessibility

A table can be translated to Braille, but that’s not always possible for charts.

Describing the features and emerging structures in a visualization is a possible
solution… if they can be spotted.

Analysts must produce clear and meaningful visualizations, but they must also
describe their features in a fashion that allows all to "see" the insights.

But this requires them to have “seen” all the insights, which is not always
necessarily the case (if at all possible).

[http://dataphys.org/list/]
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A Word About Accessibility

Data Perception:
§ texture-based representations

§ text-to-speech

§ sound/music

§ odor-based or taste-based representations (?!?)

Sonifications:
§ TRAPPIST Sounds : TRAPPIST-1 Planetary System Translated Directly Into Music

§ Listening to data from the Large Hadron Collider, L. Asquith
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[https://flourish.studio/blog/accessible-chart-design]
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Use colors that are bold and clear
enough for people to see both text
and graphical elements.

Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
(WCAG) suggest meeting the WCAG
AA requirements.

To check if your color (and font size)
choices are AA accessible you can
use a contrast checker website.

For colours to be AA accessible they
need to have a contrast ratio of at
least 3:1 for graphical elements, and
4.5:1 for normal text.

[https://flourish.studio/blog/accessible-chart-design]
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Suggested 
Reading
Stories and Illustrations
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S. McCloud, Making Comics: Storytelling Secrets of Comics,
Manga and Graphic Novels. Harper, 2006.

____________________________

The Practice of Data Visualization
Visualization and Storytelling

Effective Storytelling Visuals
§ Stories and Illustrations
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Exercises
Stories and Illustrations
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1. Think of a work-related story.
a. Create a sketch that could illustrate this work story.

b. What visual storytelling choices and combinations
would you consider using?

c. Would accessibility considerations change the way in
which the story is presented to the audience?

2. Re-cast the stories presented in this course (or
any other stories, as you wish) using different
visual storytelling choices and combinations.

3. Re-cast the data stories in this course (or any
other stories, as you wish) using different visual
storytelling choices and combinations.
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